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ENERGY Field Harmonics … continued …

The blending of energy streams occurs all the time within us and around us for 
all life is fluid in essence. All energy streams are directed by the consciousness 
contained within the stream, the collective pulse of each streams inhabitants.

Individualised yet part of a whole, each bubble of consciousness within each 
stream can move throughout the matrix of creation at will. No bubble is fixed in 
place and each bubble shares the beat of all the streams yet many feel its pulses 
in different ways.

To see the way energy streams are constantly rising, changing, meeting, 
greeting, merging, playing, expanded and changing direction within the web of 
One, is like watching cosmic cinema, a ballet of interplay. To then discover that 
all of these energy streams are also interconnected and have a multi-
dimensional nature that we can also experience, is another amazing layer in 
energy field science; to then discover that all of it is controlled by the 
mathematics of magnetic attraction, and the Divine laws of the universe, also 
turns on our own inner “Ah ha” switch of revelation.

Revelation allows us to relax then contemplate then hopefully apply the insight 
and so become expanded for it – this expansion, that comes from life 
experience, in turn magnetises us into a slightly different rhythm or stream of 
‘Being’ness.

Sometimes revelation comes so fast and true that it changes us on the deepest 
levels so we are never the same again. This can trigger an 180˚ spin shift in our 
energy flow direction, locking us so powerfully into alternate paradigms whose 
flow we seem to be jettisoned into. Life experiences do this all the time. Our 
course in life is set by our perceptions and reactions, and also by the blendings 
that occur as we mix with other energy streams and merge membranes with 
each other via the process of natural magnetization.

At this point in our evolution, energy fields are more fluid than ever before with 
new blendings occurring every moment as many of us marry now with purer 
interdimensional currents. Once we have set in place, within our etheric and 
cellular structure, the perfect baseline programs, we can then relax and enjoy 
the ride and flow through purer energy streams in the matrix that deliver very 
nourishing experiences.

Baseline programs – as we have shared before – drive energy fields into a 
specific direction as chi follows thought and the universe reflects back to us our 
own conscious awareness. In the game of energy field fine-tuning many now 
have both awareness and also experiential understanding of energy field flow.
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For example, someone may gain an awareness and consequent experience of 
bathing energetically in a strong prana field flow. The Prana field flow is the base 
current in the matrix that nourishes all potential life into being. As such all life 
has prana as its base activator rhythm.

A base activator rhythm combines programs and frequencies that then interact 
to provide certain outcomes which can then be guaranteed to deliver set results 
as it is all based on the science of energy field harmonics – no spirituality, new 
age or religious beliefs – just science.

An energy field scientist may then consciously choose to explore matrix 
harmonics in a myriad of ways. Each stream can be so absorbing and each 
stream can only be magnetised to us because in some way it holds a mirror to 
our own conscious awareness of the matrix game.

Some see ‘God’ as the main field driver of the matrix game, a pulse of pure 
intelligence that is held in a bed of pure love. This blending, of the pulse of pure 
intelligence and the pulse of pure love, brings a power into being that reweaves 
itself through us quite naturally to deliver many gifts when we are open to its 
pulse.

This pure ‘God’ pulse radiates through all grid points that form the matrix, 
interconnecting rays of light with flows of celestial harmonies and waves of love 
and more – all of it is constantly gelling and blending in a mix that provides the 
purest flows of nourishment to any life that springs alive within it according to 
the laws that govern interdimensional and multidimensional existence.

Understanding these laws and how they operate, allows us to change our own 
choice or mode of operation within the matrix, thus we can manoeuvre ourselves 
individually and also collectively, into new energy streams that hold rhythms 
that enhance us personally and also as a species.

Hence energy field science becomes a fascinating study for anyone open to such 
paradigms and beats. To me it is just music, mathematics and formulae, which 
result in harmonious or disharmonious patterns of being.

Our collective rhythm just is.

It is the result of who we are now and how we co-create.

Some feel it all just happens haphazardly in a random sequence of events where 
sometimes we are victims in a greater game that we cannot alter or control.

Others flow with faith, trusting in ancient texts that may carry ancient 
prophecies into fulfilment – if that turns out to be the will of the collective.

Others see themselves as equal players in a game we design to test our skills, a 
game that is altered constantly by who we choose to be at any given time.

Some know the master within, that God-like part of themselves that is already 
ascended, whose wisdom is truly loving and wise. Some blend so deeply within 
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this essence within that the walls of duality disappear and the experience of the 
Law of Love within its Oneness game kicks in and be comes real and not 
conjecture or ideal.

All realities add pulses to the energy fields of life, and all of our realities grand or 
limited mix and blend constantly around and within us to form part of a cosmic 
soup that also carries additional flavours. Our collective beat then determines 
which realms we can access and when.

So paradise here now?

Easy. It’s just a matter of blending.

Rhythms flow throughout the matrix, some pulse sweet, gentle and slow, some 
pulse with a deeply loving beat that is actually the cosmic heart offering a 
consistently nourishing rhythm for its creation to bathe and be reborn in anytime 
they choose.

The “Harmonics of the Heavenly Heart” – our focus this year – is actually a 
formula that allows us to experience the purest streams of love within the matrix 
of creation; streams that satiate, satisfy, harmonize and free; a stream with a 
pulse that can be pumped up or toned down according to our collective focus.

Many on Earth have now shifted their personal focus to look at new rhythms and 
ways of being. Data regarding prophecy and scripture, on 2012 time and more, 
now floods our internet, along with ‘future humanist’ discussion, advanced 
nanotechnology, robotics, genetics and more. Ancient tools, mystery school 
insights, awareness and futuristic views, all of this is also blending to inspire and 
open us all to higher views.

Being conscious, aware of who we truly are, by stripping back layers to find the 
pure essence of our own Being, to find and feel something pure and free, to 
bathe in this force that is so pure that it can change the course of our own 
evolution with grace and style, all of this is available to us now as this force is 
pure, unpolluted and perfect and it flows within us all.

And it is this force that we have in common – regardless of the rest – the trials, 
the tribulations and the daily living tests. Yes being human for so many is hard 
but simultaneously being a divine Being in human form is a blessing there for us 
all to know.

Being fully present with our hearts beating to the Divine Rhythms in our chest, 
being flooded by this love pulse and feeling what it knows; being open then of 
inner eye to see the universal flows all of this is here for us now for there 
literally are so many rhythms to tune to, so many songs to know and so many 
familiar feelings that will set our skins to glow.

Matching, merging, blending, being, revealing, relaxing … all here now.


